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THREAD 
 
1/ This article from the Sydney Morning Herald 5mths ago,
details a joint Australian/US counter-intelligence operation
against China. As we shall see, it's a hydra 
 
cc 
@thespybrief 
@john_sipher 
@NickNehamas 
@ceostroff 
@LouiseMensch 
@ericgarland 
 

China's UN infiltration used Chinese Australian Sheri Yan as insider
Sheri Yan played a key role in a secret Beijing operation targeting the most
prominent symbol of the global rules-based order - the UN.

https://www.smh.com.au/world/asia/beijing-s-secret-plot-to-infiltrate-un-used-australian-…

2/ Sheri Yan, a Chinese Australian married to a former Australian Intelligence

Officer, was part of a group using Chinese based NGO's in order to bribe UN officials.

The network used Chinese millionaires & suspected MSS officers 
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3/ One of the Chinese NGO's used by Yan, was set up and run by billionaire Macau

gaming mogul Ng Lap Seng. Mr Seng had previously come to the attention of US

counter-intelligence in the 1990's 
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4/ In the 1990's Ng Lap Seng was caught illegally trying to funnel money into

President Bill Clinton's campaign. Mr Seng was, as he is now, closely affiliated with

the Chinese Communist Party  
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5/ The 3 Chinese, UN approved, NGO's that were used were run respectively by, Sheri

Yan, Patrick Ho, and our old friend Ng Lap Seng. Mr Seng was also engaged in other

activities, with someone quite close to President Trump 
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6/ In a 2015 report by the @guardian newspaper, Ng Lap Seng was revealed in a Las

Vegas court case involving Sheldon Adelson, as being Adelson's primary contact &

interface between Adelson's Macau Casino businesses & the Beijing leadership 
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7/ Adelson being connected to Ng Lap Seng, who is also a member of China's Peoples

Political Consultative Conference or CPPCC, is strange as Adelson is also connected

to the Netanyahu bribery scandal which involved former Macau Casino owner James

Packer 
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8/ And in a separate twist, news has come in this morning that Gaming Mogul &

major Republican donor Steve Wynn, who was formerly the chair of the RNC Finance

Committee, has just bid for James Packer's gaming empire. But I digress 
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9/ Back to the UN bribery case. One of people running the Chinese NGO's, Patrick

Ho, was accused in a US court of being involved in black market arms trading to

Sudan and Qatar, with the help of Chinese security officials. 
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10/ Ng Lap Seng, as part of the Australian/US counter-intelligence operation, was

jailed for 4 years for his part in the operation. Had he not been, he had plans of

building a UN Conference center in Macau. That news freaked US IC out 
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11/ Ng Lap Seng's membership of the Chinese People's Political Consultative

Conference, a United Front organization, is relevant to another ongoing case in

Miami. Because the CPPCC & United Front Work Dept are essentially intelligence

operations 
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12/ As reported by the @MiamiHerald , Shinjie Li, CEO of American Da Tang,

attended a GOP breakfast organized by Cindy Yang. Li is a heavy hitter, having been a

CPPCC member, a member of the PRC UN delegation & a member of the PRC Govt 
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13/ @4corners last night reported on a Top Secret ASIO report authored by John

Garnaut, former China advisor to PM Turnbull. The 2017 report was shared with US

Intelligence, which in turn formed the basis of a TS US national security report on

China 
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14/ The dangers to Western Democracies from China's ongoing operations are

significant. We need to get our heads around the linkages and how these connections,

especially on the business/political front, occur.  
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